
Project

Located in the Federal State of Baden-Württemberg in 
south-western Germany, the approx. 14.7 km long high-
level Rench floodway is designed to carry floodwater from 
the upper reaches of the River Rench. Geotechnical surveys 
and stability analysis performed by Karlsruhe-based 
engineering consultant “Ingenieurbüro für Bodenmechanik 
und Grundbau Dr.-Ing. Orth GmbH“ had shown that the 
dikes, built between 1936 and 1968, no longer complied 
with good practice and now failed to guarantee adequate 
stability when channelling floodwater.
The inadequate freeboard between the maximum design 
water level and dike crest along major sections of the 
floodway was considered the most serious flaw. To prevent 
floodwater from overflowing the dike, the affected sections 
had to be raised by around 1 m while the entire trapezoidal 
profile required consolidation. The artificial watercourse 
was designed to handle floodwater run-off at a rate of 
230 m3/s.  

Construction 

After rehabilitation, the raised dike structure is far more 
compact and incorporates a durable and efficient 

impermeable lining. The improvements involved the 
full-area installation of NaBento® RL-N+ Geosynthetic Clay 
Liner (GCL) in the slope on the water side.

NaBento®'s high sealing performance derives from the 
structural continuity and composite action between the 
robust supporting layers and the internal swellable clay. 
Even under minor loads, the swelling action of the 
encapsulated sodium bentonite due to water absorption 
suffices to create a clay waterproof barrier. The industrial 
manufacturing process guarantees a uniformly high, 
controlled quality standard, making NaBento® ideal for use 
as a reliable, long-term dike lining. Along the Rench 
floodway, its robust, flexible geotextile supporting and cover 
layers allowed the composite product to be placed directly 
in contact with the existing soils without any additional 

 Durable impermeable lining with NaBento® RL-N+
Dike rehabilitation along Rench Floodway near Rheinau-Freistett, Germany
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protection. At the same time, the special sand-rough surface 
of NaBento® RL-N+ ensured the necessary stability on the 
steeper slope sections, both during construction and in the 
finished works.
The economies achievable with GCLs derive from their 
large roll widths (of up to 5.10 m), allowing higher 
installation rates and a lower number of overlaps. The 
factory-applied bentonite edge layer minimizes the need 
for the additional application of bentonit powder on site. 
NaBento® RL-N+ is also provided with a special coating 
that allows its installation even under conditions of slight 
rainfall, e.g. drizzle or brief showers, without premature 
swelling. On site, a two-man assembly crew was able to 
install around 1000 sqm of GCL per day.
The special properties of NaBento® RL-N+ - as officially 
certified e.g. by the German Federal Waterways Engineering 
and Research Institute – made a major contribution to the 
success of the dike rehabilitation scheme. Thanks to its 
increased capacity, the Rench floodway is now well 
equipped to handle floodwater peaks from precipitation 
and snowmelts in the Black Forest.

Client: Freiburg Regional Council,
 Environmental Department / 53.1

Design: Dr.-Ing. Orth, Karlsruhe

Construction: 04/2011 – 07/2011

Contractor: Amann GmbH, Sasbach

Product: NaBento® RL-N+ 
 (incl. factory-applied bentonite 
 edge layer)

Installation of NaBento® RL-N+ via lifting beam
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Overlap of two GCL's

NaBento® is a registered trademark of HUESKER Synthetic GmbH.
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